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i'm almost 50 and i still watch the newshour each week and i have never been more shocked and appalled at the kind of people who are on the show and their reasons for being there. at this point, i really don't see the point in watching. also, the people
who do care about the middle east are still ignored while the neeeeeeeeedle-mainstream is coming out in force in support of the palestinians. that, and the sophomoric, tired-old, and super melodramatic approach to current events that seems to center

on the emotion of it all. i love that the word "intern" in this email was spelled as "intern." i have never known a day, week or month without the hypocrite's cheer squad, my eyes, typing out a canned response for the wealthy and worthless who are
always outraged by anything remotely related to the chance of turning the u.s. upside down, sending them back to their own personal countries, due to the color of their skin, to kiss the, "king's heel." so, the point is, once again, the u. is taken off guard

by the latest tragedy. this time, it is from a potential deadly virus. this is how it always happens. the u. will allow other nations to dictate what happens to their citizens, no matter what, because they don't believe their values are worth upholding, or
would create too many problems for the ruling elites, such as a populace being raised with a sense of self-respect and individuality. the highest priority for the united states is to protect the flow of commerce, via military force if necessary. always. of

course, the u. rejects treaties it doesn't like, such as the u. giving up its own heavy military presence in south korea. but it is in talks to build a missile defense system in south korea in exchange for allowing south korea to build their own missile defense
system, which is good.
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it is quite obvious that pbs loves to rub nazis in our faces, every time we turn around, and i for one
am sick to death of it. what is also quite obvious is that bashing nazis has become a regular pastime

on pbs and i'm uncertain as to exactly why, unless it's because there's so much influence by pro-
jewish elements of american society at pbs who are behind this. in the present decade of american
progressive 'democratic identity-socialism', it appears to be conveniently overlooked that hitler's
execrable transgressions against humanity were and have been far exceeded by a full century of

communist barbarity (whose victims number in the hundreds of millions) and those tyrants,
according to chomsky, were all ''immoral criminals' who deserved no decent treatment from the

press absolutely not. barack obama is a disastrous president who never did what he said he would
do. frankly, trump and obama have been doing everything they could to destroy this country for the
better part of two decades. i believe most americans are way too forgiving of behavior of politicians

and of government agencies like the irs, fbi, and doj. if there is any truth in the expression that
there's no honor among thieves, we've all witnessed what they're willing to do to hide their crimes. if

i had said i'd been paid thousands of dollars to endorse hillary clinton, i'd be going to jail. the
president of the koch brothers and trump's best buddy is replacing sanders as chairman of the dnc.
the koch brothers are major funders of the republicans and have twisted the purpose of the dnc for
years. sanders, and progressives in general, were trying to teach democrats how to regain power by

being active and fighting for what's right. that's what we need to do. but if you want to be an
american, you should recognize the accomplishments of the trump administration on many fronts.

obviously, there are areas where the democrats can do better, but should be commended on
addressing many important issues without congress. they will be forced to bring them up again, and
that's good. democrats need to fight for what's right, or we will lose the ability to do so. they need to
take over the government, because it's their country. and if they lose their voice, they will lose their
right to a vote. as one of the founding fathers, thomas jefferson, said, "equality of rights is the first of
rights." that is the ideal of this country, and we need to honor it. if we lose our way, we will be a third-
world country in the guise of a first-world nation. however, that's not acceptable to most americans.

we can't keep letting the republicans run this country, and the democrats need to prepare
themselves to make a stand and save this nation. respectfully, jean s. french 5ec8ef588b
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